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1. Introduction

In their recent article in this journal, Vachon et al. [1] re-
view terminology for replication research. They propose a
119-word definition which includes four continuously scaled
attributes, namely 1) amount of planning of the replication
study, 2) distance between the investigators, 3) similarity be-
tween the research questions or hypotheses, and 4) compli-
ance with the methods. First, we will scrutinize their
definition and the four dimensions they distinguish. We sub-
sequently describe our ownviews onwhat replication studies
are, why they are important, when irrelevant, and how open
science modalities can improve replicability.

We were inspired by Vachon et al.’s [1] dimensions (see
their figure 2) and explored the 16 different types of studies
one gets when setting the corresponding scales at their ex-
tremes (1 and 0, so to speak) and pondered each possible
combination. For example, a 1-1-0-0 study is a study that
was planned to replicate an index study, by completely
different investigators, asking exactly the same research
question and using exactly the same methods, that is, a per-
fect replication study (irrespective of its findings). The
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opposite extreme, the 0-0-1-1 variant, should, in our view,
not be called a replication study. Note that in Vachon
et al.’s [1] figure 2, the opposite of ‘identical question’ is
‘related question’. We also think that their definition can be
simplified because deliberate planning is a requirement of
all studies and we do not believe that unintentional replica-
tion studies are less valuable. In addition, we are convinced
that the independence dimension is really about the credi-
bility of a replication study’s findings and should not be part
of the definition. If we omit these two attributes, only the sim-
ilarity of the research question and similarity of methods di-
mensions remain, leading to four possible extremes.

Moving now to our own views on how replication
studies may be classified, we will for the sake of parsimony
use terms derived from the word replication as much as
possible, avoid other terms like reproducibility, repeat-
ability, and duplication, and ignore various other subtleties
in terminology encountered in the literature [2]. It is, how-
ever, important to make a distinction between replicability,
a replication, and being replicated. Replicability means that
a study is described in sufficient detail to be repeated by
others. Replication refers to the act of repeating a study.
In addition, being replicated is one of the possible out-
comes when a study is repeated.
2. Classification of replication

Vachon et al. [1] summarize the results of their review in
a classification that consists of three main categories: 1)
repetition of a previous study, 2) extension of a previous
study, and 3) road testing of a theory. Their first category
is divided into two subcategories: 1a) intrastudy replication
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and 1b) interstudy replication. We would like to propose an
alternative that we believe to be conceptually clearer and
more tenable.

We would rather describe the two subcategories 1a and
1b as reanalysis of existing data and collection of new data
with the same study protocol (direct replication), respec-
tively. Furthermore, we are not convinced that the cate-
gories 2 and 3 of Vachon et al. [1] are different enough
to warrant this distinction. In our view, both refer to what
is often labeled as conceptual replication, which is in
essence collection of new data using a somewhat modified
study protocol. Table 1 summarizes our preferred classifica-
tion proposal. Our categories 1 and 2 deal with reliability
only, whereas our category 3 can additionally inform valid-
ity and generalizability. Reanalyses of the same data and
direct replications will lead to the same wrong answer if
the initial study was flawed. Only conceptual replications
can help to detect issues of validity and generalizability.
However, when a conceptual replication is unsuccessful,
it can be extremely difficult to find out whether that is
because the findings are not generalizable of ‘just’ due to
a lack of precision or validity.

A closer look reveals that there are many shades of gray
in replication and more specifically that the difference be-
tween a replication and the index study is not always clear.
For instance, index studies can contain internal replications
of various kinds, such as repeating laboratory experiments,
reanalyzing the data, or performing sensitivity analyses
before a study is submitted for publication. Conceptual rep-
lications can also be labeled as new index studies testing
related aspects of the same theory. The third category (road
testing of a theory) proposed by Vachon et al. [1] in our
view broadens the concept of replication too much and
seems to include practically all new studies on any aspect
of the same theory including those with only a vaguely
similar research question and study design. In passing, we
note that many criteria can be and are in fact used for
deciding what constitutes a successful replication. In
Table 1, we present our simple categorization using three
criteria which differ in strictness and will therefore lead
Table 1. Forms of replication and criteria for successful replication

Forms

� Reanalysis of the same data with the same data analysis plana

� Direct replication: new data with the same study protocol

� Conceptual replication: new data with the modified study
protocol and same research question

Criteria

� Same direction of findingsb

� Same direction of findings and similar magnitude of effect

� Same direction of findings, similar magnitude of effect, and
similar precision

a Or with an alternative data analysis plan to answer the same
research question.

b If findings do not have a direction, such as incidence and prev-
alence estimates, this criterion does not apply.
to different proportions of replications labeled as being suc-
cessful. A more sophisticated method may be to decide on a
margin of unacceptable discordance with initial findings
before embarking on a replication [3].
3. Why is replication important?

It can be argued that replication is more important than
innovation [4]. Without being replicated, results cannot be
trusted because the likelihood of them being mere chance
findings or spurious is substantial. Replication is a corner-
stone of scientific and scholarly knowledge and not merely
a boring way to weed out sloppy or fraudulent research [5].
In fact, research misconduct in an index study is probably
only very rarely the explanation of a failed replication
attempt. Arguably selective reporting and other question-
able research practices such as p-hacking and hypothesiz-
ing after results are known (HARK-ing) [6] in particular
are responsible for the large majority of failed replications.
Selective reporting in the form of publication bias and
outcome reporting bias has been elegantly documented by
De Vries et al. [7] for randomized clinical trials on drugs
for depression. Next to the generic determinants of ques-
tionable research practices, such as individual virtuousness,
research climate, and perverse incentives, some specific
actionable factors (e.g., opportunity, conflict of interest,
and external pressure) may drive selective reporting and
thus indirectly lower successful replication rates [8,9].
4. When is replication irrelevant?

Clearly there is no need to replicate irrelevant and meth-
odologically unsound research. These studies should
neither be performed nor funded in the first place. Unfortu-
nately, it can be argued that this obvious principle is poorly
implemented, like for instance in clinical research [10]. We
believe that all relevant and methodologically sound empir-
ical research should be successfully replicated before its re-
sults can be trusted.

There is an ongoing debate on the need for replication of
qualitative research and on the relevance of replication in
the humanities and some of the social sciences [11e13].
Furthermore, replication is probably not or less relevant
for nonempirical scholarly work, such as modeling, logical
analysis, or hermeneutic explanation in, for example, math-
ematics, architecture, law, and philosophy. In these in-
stances, transparency and clarity on the line of reasoning
followed should be assured by other means.

One replication attempt may not be enough, but it is
difficult to say how many successful replications are needed
before results can be trusted. This is often a matter of cost-
effectiveness: how certain do we need to be before we can
act? There are clear instances of redundant replication as
well, like have been demonstrated by cumulative meta-
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analyses showing that sometimes the large majority of ran-
domized patients have only marginally improved the preci-
sion of existing evidence [14].
5. Open science modalities improve replicability

Transparency is an important condition for replicability,
and open science modalities are aimed at improving trans-
parency [15,16]. More specifically, open methods, open co-
des, and open data have a substantial role to play. Open
methods mean that detailed study protocols are made avail-
able.When this is carried out before the data collection starts
in the form of a preregistration [17] or a registered report
[18], this not only makes the study replicable but it also pro-
vides the means to detect selective reporting and HARK-ing.
Open codes and open data enable replication in the form of
reanalysis of data, and when the data analysis plan is prereg-
istered, they can also help in diagnosing p-hacking.

In summary, we have argued in this commentary that
replication studies can be described by two dimensions
and classified in three categories. Furthermore, we have ex-
plained that innovation has no real meaning without repli-
cation and that open science modalities can be
instrumental in making research more replicable.
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